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LEADER OF EXPERIMENTS AT FUTURE WORK LAB

VIBEKE LUNDING-GREGERSEN
ORGANISATIONAL PSYCHOLOGIST
AUT. WORK ENVIRONMENT ADVISOR
CEO MINDWORK

www.piahauge.dk

www.mindwork.dk

”We have experienced new ways of working
recently – that actually worked. That itself
holds a great value. Now the time is right to
keep experimenting and create a future
worklife better and healthier for all of us.”
Quote Pia Hauge
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Flexibility: The perfect match

PERSONALITY

TASKS

CONDITIONS

Model from ”Kontorkoma – fra støj til fordybelse i dit arbejde” by Pia Hauge. Akademisk Forlag.
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HOW DO YOU APPROACH FLEXIBILITY AT WORK?

1. Think flexibility as a wider concept than just ”time” and ”place” and involve your
employees in designing workplace flexibility. Listen to their ideas and share
your own thoughts.
2. Make a clear stand in terms of flexibility and communicate clearly. This will
support trust, satisfaction and the feeling of fairness – and therefore help
managers in the long run.
3. When considering flexibility and deciding on rules or conditions, always take
into consideration the unique personality of your co-workers and the specific
tasks at hand. One size does not fit all. Neither people or companies.
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HOW CAN YOU ENTICE PEOPLE TO COME TO THE OFFICE,
WHEN THEY MIGHT AS WELL WORK FROM HOME?
Question 1
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How can you entice people to come to the office, when they might as well
work from home?
1. Make the office attractive. Find out what temps people. The food, the lovely view,
the bad jokes – or the good boss? Often good colleges are the main attraction.
2. Make room for both quiet deep work and noisy collaboration. Why go to an
empty office? And why leave for a noisy place where you cannot concentrate?
3. Make room for diversity. Be aware of ”us versus them”- thinking which might
create problems in the work environment.
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HOW DO YOU CREATE A SENSE OF COMMUNITY AND
BELONGING, WITH SOME EMPLOYEES WORKING FROM
HOME?
Question 2
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How do you create a sense of community and belonging, with some
employees working from home?
1. Create a clever setup for hybrid meatings. Be aware of inclusion and
psychological safety in hybrid collaboration. Make agreements, points of contact
and rituals to support relations and remote work.
2. Practice clear communication and transparent decisions making. People working
remote must feel included and have very explicit priorities and procedures to be
able to navigate.
3. Make it a priority to create situations where people can build trust and
relationships. Either digitally or in the physical world. You must carve out time
and make relations making a legitimate part of working.
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WHAT SHOULD YOU DO WITH YOUR PHYSICAL OFFICES
GOING FORWARD?
Question 3
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What should you do with your physical offices going forward?
1. Re-think the office. Consider not cutting down on square meters. Designated
rooms for deep work and co-working spaces take up space.

2. Create a brain friendly environment that stimulates knowledge work. Beauty,
peace and inspirational surroundings where bright people can socialize and get
mental fuel for their next round of deep work.
3. Also consider hybrid collaboration in your office design. Clever technical
sollutions could be the most important investment in terms of succeeding with
hybrid work in the long run.
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” We all need to feel part of a community, and
to build healthy relations with our co-workers,
to foster both performance and collaboration
in the organisation. And that’s easier to do
when we, from time to time, get together in
person, around meaningful activities.”
Quote Vibeke Lunding-Gregersen
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Thank you for attending
Disclaimer
This material and accompanying webinar have been developed by PFA and are solely an expression of a generic recommendation and information. Whether the generic recommendation
and information are appropriate for individual clients can only be determined by an individual assessment. This presentation and accompanying webinar do not replace the client’s own
estimate of which measures are required.
It is the opinion of PFA that the information in the presentation and accompanying webinar is correct, true and fair, but PFA does not assume responsibility for its completeness or accuracy.
PFA assumes no responsibility for any actions taken based on the presentation or webinar.

